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PRICE GROUP 9 | CASSETTE 100 & SQUARE CASSETTE - CORDLOOP
Umbra Wide
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Width: 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84 90 96

24  204  244  284  325  365  405  447  487  527  567  608  648  688 

30  222  266  311  357  401  446  492  537  581  626  672  716  761 

36  239  288  338  388  437  487  537  586  636  685  735  784 834

42  257  311  364  420  473  527  582  636  690  744  799  853 

48  275  333  392  451  510  568  628  686  744  803  862  921 

54  292  355  418  483  546  609  673  736  799  862  926  989 

60  310  378  445  514  582  649  718  785  853  920  989  1,057 

66  328  400  472  546  618  690  763  835  907  980  1,053  1,125 

72  346  422  499  577  654  730  808  885  962  1,038  1,117  1,193 

78  363  445  526  608  690  771  854  935  1,016  1,097  1,180  1,261 

84  381  467  553  640  726  812  899  985  1,071  1,156  1,244  1,330 

Operating System Available
Operating System Retail Surcharge

Retractable $55 / shade

Cordless $75 / shade

AMP $190 / shade

Maximum Size - Single Panel
Operating System Umbra Wide

Cordloop 96 x 84 (53 sqft)

Retractable 96 x 84 (42 sqft)

Cordless 72 x 72 (36 sqft)

AMP 96 x 84 (53 sqft)

Cordloop | Retractable | AMP

Cordloop | AMPCordloop | Retractable | Cordless | AMP
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Accurate measurements are abso lutely 
essential. The measurements you provide 
are used first to price the shade, and then 
to custom fabricate it to the specified size. 
The dimensions supplied on the order form 
must be correct for the shade to properly fit 
the window opening. As a dealer, it is your 
responsi bility to measure and order accurately. 
Your fabricator cannot be held accountable for 
incorrect measurements.

basic guidelines
Measuring for Revolve Transitional Shades 
is similar to measuring for most window 
coverings� Follow these basic guidelines to 
ensure a smooth installation: 

  •  Always use a steel tape measure,  
preferably 3⁄4” to 1” wide

  •  Measure width first, then height

  •  Measure each window separately, 
even if they appear to be the same size

  •  Survey the window area carefully and 
make additional measurements, 
if necessary; record your measurements 
on a worksheet

 
INSIDE MOUNT OR OUTSIDE MOUNT
How you take your measurements will vary 
depending upon whether the shade fits within 
the window opening (inside mount or IB)  
(Fig� 8 and Fig� 9) or overlaps the window 
opening (outside mount or OB) (Fig� 10 and 
Fig� 11)� With inside mounts, note that the 
shade fabric will be about 11⁄4” narrower than 
the window opening, so if complete privacy 
and light control is desired, drapery side 
panels should be installed over the shade�

“ROUNDING” YOUR MEASUREMENTS
Dimensions on the order form should be 
accurate to within 1⁄8”� Generally, round 
your measurements up to the nearest 1⁄8”� 
However, with inside mounts, always round 
the width measurement down to the nearest 
1⁄8”� Rounding up could result in a shade that 
is too wide to fit within the window opening�  
For example, for an inside mount, 3⁄16” would 
round to 1⁄8”�

MEASURING FOR INSIDE MOUNTS
A�  Measure the width about 11⁄4” down from 

the top of the window, which typically 
is where the installation brackets will be 
mounted� Remember to round down to 
the nearest 1⁄8”� This measurement is 
the ordering width of the shade� Do not 
make any deductions from this width – 
all necessary deductions will be made 
automatically when the shade is fabricated� 

B�  Measure the width at the center and  
bottom of the window� If the width  
narrows by more than 1” from the top 
measurement, the customer should consider 
an outside mount�

C�  Measure the height of the window  
opening at three locations, as shown at 
right, and order the shortest measurement� 
Again, make no deductions� All necessary 
deductions will be made when the shade is 
fabricated�

D�  Measure window on the diagonal� If the 
two diagonal dimensions are not exactly 
the same, it may be more appropriate to 
specify an outside mount shade for optimal 
light control and privacy�

E�  Measure depth of window for mounting 
brackets� 

MEASURING FOR OUTSIDE AND CEILING 
MOUNTS FOR REVOLVE TRANSITIONAL 
SHADES
•  Measure the desired width and height– 

to minimize light leakage, it is 
recommended that the shade overlap 
the window opening at least 11⁄2” on each 
side, as well as at the top and bottom; 
with inside mounts, do not make any 
deductions from your measurements

•  Measure the width at the location 
where you want the shade, and use this 
measurement as your ordering width for 
the shade 

•  Measure the height from where the top 
of the roller will be located to where you 
want the bottom of the shade

Fig� 8

Fig� 9

Fig� 10

Fig� 11

INSIDE MOUNT (IB)

OUTSIDE MOUNT (OB)

OUTSIDE MOUNT (OB)

INSIDE MOUNT (IB)
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M E A S U R I N G  I N S T R U C T I O N S
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A� Mount the brackets to the wall or window frame with the outside brackets no further than 2 inches 
    from the ends of the headrail� On wide shades, space the additional brackets at equal intervals�

B� For wall or outside mounts, use the rear bracket holes� Make sure the release tab is always mounted 
    on the bottom� Insert “Release Tab” beside the line�

C� For inside or ceiling mounts, use the top bracket holes� Make sure the release tab is always mounted 
    on the bottom�

D� Mount the Headrail by positioning the Headrail with the front panel (A) resting on the top lip of all brackets� 
    Push the bottom front of the headrail firmly backwards and toward the window until the lip on the rear of the 
    Headrail engages the bracket and snaps into place, (B) as shown�

R E V O L V E ™  C A S S E T T E  I N S T A L L A T I O N
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The Revolve Transitional Shades Collection shades are designed to fit rectangular window openings in a vertical orientation� 
The maximum width and height of the shades vary with type of fabric� The shades may be installed inside or outside the window 
opening, or mounted to the ceiling�

REVOLVE SHADE DEDUCTIONS & MOUNTING INFORMATION

SIZE STANDARDS

(See individual price grids for information by fabric�)

NORMAL FABRIC ORIENTATION

  Minimum Width   Cordloop & Retractable 12” |  Cordless 18” |  AMP 21”

  Maximum Width   Single Panel 96”
  
  Maximum Length  Var ies per fabric;  see price gr ids

FACTORY DEDUCTIONS WITH CASSETTE 100

   
  Ins ide Mount Fabric   ordered width less 1 3/8”

  Ins ide Mount Prof i le   ordered width less    3/8”

  Outside Mount   ordered width

 

MOUNTING REQUIREMENTS WITH CASSETTE 100

  Minimum Mounting Depth Inside Mount   1 5/8”

  Flush Mount Inside Mount   3”

  Minimum Flat Surface Outside Mount   1 3/8”

Note: Minimum mounting depth for a fully recessed installation varies with the diameter of the fabric�

INSTALLATION BRACKETS

Cassette brackets are spring clips which provide the option of a mount from the top or back of the cassette� 
See installation instructions�

F I N I S H E D  D I M E N S I O N S  &  R A I L  M E A S U R E M E N T S
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A� Mount the brackets to the wall or window frame with the outside brackets no further than 2 inches 
    from the ends of the headrail� On wide shades, space the additional brackets at equal intervals�

B� For wall or outside mounts, use the rear bracket holes� Make sure the release tab is always mounted 
    on the bottom� Insert “Release Tab” beside the line�

C� For inside or ceiling mounts, use the top bracket holes� Make sure the release tab is always mounted 
    on the bottom�

D� Mount the Headrail by positioning the Headrail with the front panel (A) resting on the top lip of all brackets� 
    Push the bottom front of the headrail firmly backwards and toward the window until the lip on the rear of the 
    Headrail engages the bracket and snaps into place, (B) as shown�

R E V O L V E ™  C A S S E T T E  I N S T A L L A T I O N
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